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The SoulCleanse℠ Team  

February 10, 2016 

Before we begin our formal introductions, we would like to make it clear that our names in one essence, 

are fictitious. Each of us are known by many other names, depending upon one’s cultural and spiritual 

background. In our truest essence, we are groups of beings, not single entities. Our roles through eons of 

time have changed somewhat, depending on the needs of those who reside in our sector of the uni-verse. 

As more humans became aware of our existence, those who would like to keep the race suppressed 

have used our names as their own aliases. They have created much havoc and confusion, in our name. 

Thus, discretion must always be advised when you are “calling in” outside assistance.  

For those who are working with Theresa Crabtree, to ensure that you get the beings you want to assist, 

you may call on us as, “The SoulCleanse team that works with Theresa Crabtree.” If you do not call us in 

thusly, you are opening the door to imposters who may not have your best interests in mind.  

With that said, let us know begin our introductions. Blessings, “Metatron” 

METATRON 

Our group is one factor of the organizers who are in charge of overseeing the Light and Dark 

actions of the sector of the uni-verse in which earth resides. Our powers are immense. We are 

able to “multi-locate,” not in physical form, although a small fragment of our soul essence could 

manifest in physicality for a short period of time. It takes an enormous of amount of energy for 

this to occur. Thus we remain in etheric form, retaining all knowledge, experience and wisdom 

attained since our original essence left the primordial sphere of complete Love and Light, that 

which you call “Source” among many other names. 

Our pleasure and duty includes overseeing the entire universe in which you reside. Although we 

are often seen as a single being by most humans, we are actually much vaster. The human 

brain could not contain the thought of who and what we truly are. In our realm, we are what 

many call “Unity Consciousness,” thinking, acting, creating and responding as one. In a similar 

fashion, we are like a Board of elected officials. We each have different duties, opinions, beliefs, 

experiences, etc. Yet when a matter is voted on, we act unanimously as “one” to move the 

project forward. 

Our abilities are unlimited, except for non-interference or pushing our will upon others. We are 

non-judgmental, yet prefer to work for the “Light,” for love is our true essence. We also 

understand, maintain and control the parameters of the “Dark”. We do not judge nor condemn 

the Dark workers for we understand who they truly are, Light beings playing Dark roles, 

although many in the lower vibrational realms have forgotten their true essence. We understand 

this had to be in order for them to play their role. All will return to the Light. 

As for parameters allowed by the Dark Forces, humans have been manipulated to the maximum 

allowed by those who created your uni-verse. This time frame has been known since the 

beginning of “time.” However, if continued past the parameters, the unknown exists.  
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What is expected is that left untethered, the human race will be annihilated. This sets up the 

possibility for souls and/or fragments to be lost forever, unable to return to Source. Since the 

first group left Primordial Source, the main directive for all sectors, galaxies, uni-verses and 

multi-verses is that under no circumstances could any part of the Light ever be lost or 

extinguished.  

With the Reptilean and other Dark Forces usurping so much control over humans, and with the 

misuse of crystalline and atomic weaponry, there now exists the possibility for souls and 

fragments to be lost or reach levels of darkness where they cannot be retrieved. Thus, we are 

now here to put an end to this extent of Darkness, allowing humans to return to the Light both in 

their etheric as well as their physical forms. This is being called the “Ascension Process” and is 

now in full swing. Many have come to earth expressly to help return those lost in the Dark, to 

find their way back to the Light. 

In relation to The SoulCleanse℠ process, our role is to keep all in balance, to open and close 

each session energetically and to provide protection for all during the session. This work is 

extremely valuable and needed on Earth. We have gathered many forces on both sides of the 

“Veil” to assist with this work.  

ORION COUNCIL OF ARCTURIANS 

We are one mass of Spirit, one energy field. As needed, we break off and segment into 

separate “clouds” or fields of energy to do the work. This is because the earth is too dense to 

support us as a whole. Thus, there are seven “fragments” of us that come when The 

SoulCleanse team is summoned. We could manifest physically, but it is not needed. To 

manifest takes a tremendous amount of “concentrated” effort and energy, which would be 

distracting. We work more fluidly as free-forming energy in a density field higher than the human 

eyes can see. 

Many humans are blocked by their fears and created demons. More are hampered by rogue 

individuals and groups from off planet races whose intent is to use humans for their own 

agendas. These humans often recognize they have something within them that is blocking what 

they consciously desire.  

During The SoulCleanse, our focus is on the removal of non-benevolent Reptilean and Mantis 

races that are causing disruption to humans who are ready to evolve. We assist with all other 

entities and energies, but these specific races are ones that only we can effectively remove. 

They are our specialty. 

For eons, rogue Reptileans have been allowed to do their work unencumbered. There has 

always been Dark Forces since the inception of this uni-verse because this sector was set up to 

be a world of polarity. Currently however, the Dark Forces have too much control over humans, 

causing such an imbalance that the human race, as well as planet earth, is on the brink of 

destruction. Since the beginning of this uni-verse, it was deemed that this time would come, 

when interception from groups like ourselves would step in, under the direction and with 

permission from the Souls of physical humans, to assist with their release. 
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Keep in mind that due to free will, many humans choose to work on the “Dark Side.” Some of 

these humans make this choice out of fear, being blinded by the Dark Forces. Many others 

make this choice from the Soul level because it is their desire to play the role of the Dark Side 

during their incarnation. It is important not to judge those who appear to be evil, for no human 

truly knows the chosen mission of others or themselves. It must be this way in order to play the 

game. 

ARCHANGEL MICHA-EL 

Although often sensed as an individual, again we are a group of Beings who help protect and 

monitor activities on Earth and beyond. According to many mythologies, there is an eternal war 

being fought between “me” and my fallen brother, “Lucifer.” In the truest sense, this is not so, for 

no battles are waged in our level of existence. However, there are “Light” and “Dark” forces at 

play within the uni-verse in order to allow the experiences that were desired when this sector 

was created.  

There is no battle to win, for we are all “One” and will return to “Source” when the time is 

appropriate. However, within this fantasy game, there are parameters and what was mentioned 

earlier is true. Under no circumstances can any part of the Soul be lost during this role-play. 

Much fracturing has already occurred which is why we are now coming to assist those who are 

stuck beyond their means to free themselves.  

The “Dark” is not to blame, for they were “hired” by the “All” to play their roles. Indeed it is a 

mighty one who is all love within and plays the dark role without. Many humans unknowingly are 

doing the same thing. In their truest form, they are pure love and light, yet come to earth at 

times to play the bad guys out of an act of love for others who wish to experience what Not-Love 

feels like.  

Our role on the Team is to provide protection for the facilitator and clients. We assist by 

removing and denouncing interfering Dark Forces and low energy entities, thoughtforms and 

beliefs. Those we have dominion over are given several opportunities to transform to the Light. 

Those who continue to resist against the human’s free will are removed and quarantined in a 

sector where they can no longer interfere with the human race. We are the ones who cut non-

beneficial cords and ties during the SoulCleanse. 

ARCHANGEL RAPHA-EL 

As our name implies, our focus in the SoulCleanse is to heal the client of physical, mental and 

emotional dis-ease. We will not intercede unless the human’s Soul requests that we do so. We 

are responsible for clearing and removing the energetic debris that remains when the cords and 

ties are cut. We also assist the client’s MAP team including but not limited to physical ailments, 

energetic blockages, minor DNA repairs and “chakra” balancing. The chakra system has been 

highly misunderstood and much propaganda has developed as a means of creating chaos by 

the Dark Forces.  
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In essence, the chakras are swirls of energy that hold the blueprints of the human body. There 

is no need for them once a human reaches a certain level of awareness, thus you will be 

hearing more people talking about their removal. Never allow your chakras to be removed 

unless your Soul guides the process.  

ANCIENT ONES (CHIEF) 

Chief is the name I lovingly gave to this Supreme Be-ing because his appearance to me in 

dreams was as a fatherly male and because I couldn’t pronounce the name he called himself. 

He is part of a group that call themselves the Ancient Ones. Chief is the Soul that created my 

human counterpart. “His” main role as a team member is to use me as his Ambassador to be 

the intercessor for humans who are guided to me.  

Chief’s team, in conjunction with Pan, balances the land where the client lives and works. He 

also communicates with any ancestral Keepers of the Land that are encountered during the 

SoulCleanses. It is not appropriate to whisk away these individuals without their consent, for 

many have not fulfilled their chosen role as protectors of the land or simply prefer to stay on the 

earth plane.  

Chief consults with the Keepers of the Land to determine if it is appropriate for them to remain 

or to continue on with their spiritual progression. Acknowledgement to the Keepers of the Land 

for their dedication is always given.  

THE CHRISTED ONES 

The Christed Ones or Anointed Ones are a large group of Souls who have created humans that 

have reached a high level of mastery while on earth. Many call them Ascended Masters; every 

tradition speaks of them. There are several that assist during the SoulCleanse, helping in 

various ways. One specific task is to assist with the safe passage of Earthbound spirits. These 

are remnants of humans who have died and for various reasons did not fully cross over. They 

remain stuck in their death throes and cause much chaos and confusion.  

The Christed Ones console and cajole the Earthbounds to leave. They will call in whoever it 

takes to convince the Earthbounds to leave this realm in order to continue with their spiritual 

progression. They are granted safe passage so that lurking Dark Force entities do not snatch 

them up. They also assist with the transmutation and expulsion of non-beneficial entities and 

energies, clearing and cleansing imbalances within the client’s physical, mental and emotional 

bodies. They assist with all methods of healing and support. Many others view the Cleanse in 

order to learn about the work at hand. 

Within the team, there are two main figures, one representing the masculine and one 

representing the feminine. Due to the usurping of male and female energies on earth, one client 

or Earthbound may be reluctant to accept assistance from a male figure, thus the feminine 

figure will give assistance and vice versa. Their specialty during the SoulCleanse is to assist 

with those who are stuck in this realm after their physical death. They also offer to stay with 

each client for a few days to assist with healing, guidance, support and comfort. 
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PAN 

Pan is an ancient group of beings who oversee Nature Spirits on Earth. Pan is often 

mythologized as half man and half goat. Many not so light characterizations have been 

associated with him, all untrue. They are a very loving group and play an important role within 

the SoulCleanse for they are the only ones who have dominion over the Nature Spirits and 

Elementals. 

There are many “dark” energies on the earth that are harmful to humans. Some of these 

consciously intend to do harm. Some are noxious to humans although they are beneficial to 

other species. To keep all in balance, the Pan team assesses then removes or balances the 

energies or nature spirits that are detrimental to the client or human race.  At times, the client is 

suggested to move to a new location, for the noxious energies have a high purpose and will not 

be tampered with. 

GALACTIC FEDERATION OF LIGHT 

There is currently much propaganda and misinformation related to the GFL. Similar to all 

groups, there are many in the GFL who work for the light and many others who work for the 

dark. Use your discretion and never blindly call out for assistance from this group without 

knowing specifically who you are summoning. It is best not to call on this group unless your Soul 

does the summoning for you, under your request. 

Oscar, is one of my main guides, having been with me throughout this incarnation. He has a 

specialized group of six assistants to help during the SoulCleanse. Their main focus is to assist 

the client gain their sovereignty from extra-terrestrial influences. They counteract and remove 

non-beneficial ETs, along with their hardware and programming, when requested by the Soul to 

do so.  

When interference is detected, they will go to the Commander and have a conference to 

determine if this program has been ordained by the Soul. They have permission to send troops 

back to their ships, to be escorted out of Earth’s sector when they are in direct interference with 

the human race and other life forms on Earth. The GFL team members do not have dominion 

over certain races, such as the Reptileans and Mantis’s. These will be tended to by the Orion 

team. 

SOUL OF THE CLIENT 

The Soul, or Higher Self, holds the blueprint for the humans they have created. Some Souls 

create many incarnations, which is referred to as “past” lives. A much smaller number of Souls 

have created humans who are making their initial entry as humans. Many of these are having a 

difficult adjustment period and benefit greatly from the SoulCleanse.  

Before beginning any SoulCleanse session, permission is first granted from the client’s Soul. 

Once this is granted, I make a direct energy connection with the Soul. In the blink of an eye, the 

Soul meets the SoulCleanse team and is briefed on each attendant’s role. The client’s Soul then 

directs the team during the session, giving permission or denial for each phase of the cleanse. 
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CLIENT’S  M.A.P TEAM 

Each human has a specialized team of medical specialists that oversee their every need while 

incarnated. This is part of what is called the Medical Assistance Program (MAP). During The 

SoulCleanse, the MAP team, under the direction of the client’s Soul, assists with healing the 

spiritual, physical, mental and emotional bodies of the client. In addition, they perform the 

enhancement or reconfiguration of the DNA codes. They also help to harmonize and smooth out 

the imbalances after ET hardware, residuals and debris are removed.  


